Cultivating Progress for California in Life Sciences

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

When you become a California Life Sciences member, you gain access to a diverse member-base that represents the world’s largest life sciences companies and the most promising entrepreneurial start-ups, and includes research and academic institutions, investors, service partners, and the full spectrum of emerging life sciences clusters. As a partner in your mission, we offer public policy advocacy, local and national cost savings partnerships, and a portfolio of programs and events that support engagement, entrepreneurship, education and career development.

CLSADVANTAGE COST SAVINGS PROGRAM

We NEGOTIATE DISCOUNTS for our members on over 50 INDUSTRY EVENTS and conferences, resulting in potential savings of $12,000 per member company.

We welcomed 12 NEW COMMUNITY PARTNERS in 2022 to better support our membership base through discounts and partnerships.

ADVOCACY & PUBLIC POLICY

Stay informed on all major policy issues, proposals and year-round public campaigns in support of the life sciences industry in real-time.

Best-in-class CLS government relations professionals directly engage with policymakers and advocates for your policy priorities.

Impact the political process via CLS’ political action committee, which directly supports lawmakers who support life sciences issues.

INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Opportunity to apply to FAST California, a 12-week advisory and coaching program for early-stage life sciences startups that help them build successful ventures.

Connecting pharma to the latest emerging technologies and innovators.

Experienced CLS staff dedicated to supporting startups in their fundraising journey, helping to connect with investors, channel partners and licensing collaborators.

Participation in CLS Innovation Showcase (Fall and Spring) connecting startups to strategic partners to advance their business.

Bridging non-U.S.-based startups to CA innovation hub.

CALIFORNIA LIFE SCIENCES

califsciences.org
EVENTS & NETWORKING
- Registration discounts (up to 20%) on CLS's premier events including Pantheon, Evening with Thought Leaders, and more
- Sponsorship discounts (up to 20%) on all CLS event packages
- Registration discounts on select industry-supported conferences (BIO International Convention, Advamed's Medtech Conference, RESI, Fierce, and more). Visit our industry-supported event calendar for details
- Opportunity to participate as a subject matter expert at CLS events and webinars

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Pricing discounts to participate in Biotech Primer ($100 value); Leadership Edge ($250- $500+ value); Keck Graduate Institute (10% off tuition); and ion Learning (10% discount) educational courses to increase knowledge of scientific concepts, improve leadership and commercial competence, Certificate in Bioscience Management, and inclusion/ change management, respectively.

(learn more)

BRAND VISIBILITY
An average of 18,000 monthly impressions across califesciences.org gives California Life Science members additional brand visibility through:
- Logo listing on homepage for three months under New Member section
- Company featured in CLS Member Directory, alongside 1,300+ member companies and partner organizations
- Opportunity to list member events on CLS industry-supported event calendar
- Discounted pricing on website, social media, email and quarterly newsletter advertising placements
- CLS offers additional visibility opportunities. Learn more about banner advertising on CLS website (pg. 19 in prospectus)

INDUSTRY PROGRAMS
DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION
Opportunity to actively participate in RSE stakeholder groups focused on developing programs and partnerships that:
- Work to improve health access and outcomes in underserved communities
- Build a diverse talent pipeline of future STEM leaders
- Create opportunities for and investing in diverse entrepreneurs
- Increase diversity and inclusion at the board level

INDUSTRY INTELLIGENCE
- Early access to California Life Sciences annual Sector Report and Life Sciences Workforce Trends Report
- Opportunity to submit articles for inclusion in CLS's quarterly magazine, Life Sciences Insights. The magazine is distributed to more than 15,000 contacts each quarter and shared on CLS social media channels with an audience of more than 22,000. Topics to be announced

CALIFORNIA LIFE SCIENCES CAREER CENTER
- Members receive a 20% discount on job postings (plus Diversity Network option) and banner ads that connect you with highly qualified industry professionals

STAY UPDATED ON THE LATEST NEWS AND HAPPENINGS WITH CLS:
FOLLOW US:

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST:
https://www.califesciences.org/stay-updated